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Abstract
Data Learning Methodologies for Improving the Efficiency of
Constrained Random Verification
by Wen Chen
Functional verification continues to be one of the most time-consuming steps in
the chip design cycle. Simulation-based verification is well practised in indus-
try thanks to its flexibility and scalability. The completeness of the verification
is measured by coverage metrics. Generating effective tests to achieve a sat-
isfactory coverage level is a difficult task in verification. Constrained random
verification is commonly used to alleviate the manual efforts for producing
direct tests. However, there are yet many situations where unnecessary verifi-
cation efforts in terms of simulation cycles and man hours are spent. Also, it
is observed that lots of data generated in existing constrained random verifica-
tion process are barely analysed, and then discarded after simplistic correctness
checking. Based on our previous research on data mining and exposure to the
industrial verification process, we identify that there are opportunities in ex-
tracting knowledge from the constrained random verification data and use it
to improve the verification efficiency.
In constrained random verification, when a simulation run of tests instantiated
by a test template cannot reach the coverage goal, there are two possible rea-
sons: insufficient simulation, and improper constraints and/or biases. There
are three actions that a verification engineer can usually do to address the
problem: to simulate more tests, to refine the test template, or to change to a
new test template. Accordingly, we propose three data learning methodologies
ix
to help the engineers make more informed decisions in these three application
scenarios and thus improve the verification efficiency.
The first methodology identifies important (”novel”) tests before simulation
based on what have been already simulated. By only simulating those novel
tests and filtering out redundant tests, tremendous resources such as simulation
cycles and licenses can be saved. The second methodology extracts the unique
properties from those novel tests identified in simulation and uses them to refine
the test template. By leveraging the extracted knowledge, more tests similar to
the novel ones are generated. And thus the new tests are more likely to activate
coverage events that are otherwise difficult to hit by extensive simulation. The
third methodology analyses a collection of existing test items (test templates)
and identifies feasible augmentation to the test plan. By automatically adding
new test items based on the data analysis, it alleviates the manual efforts for
closing coverage holes.
The proposed data learning methodologies were developed and applied in the
setting of verifying commercial microprocessor and SoC platform designs. The
experiments in this dissertation were conducted in the verification environment
of a commercial microprocessor and a SoC platform in Freescale Semiconductor
Inc. and were in parallel with the on-going verification efforts. The experi-
ment results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of building learning
frameworks to improve verification efficiency.
x
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Functional verification is acknowledged as a key bottleneck in the chip de-
sign cycle and industry has witnessed soaring sizes of verification teams [1].
The increasing sizes and complexities of emerging multi-core System-on-Chip
(SoC) have placed greater challenges on verification [2][3][4]. Numerous efforts
and resources have been dedicated to verifying the increasingly complicated
microprocessors and the integration of heterogeneous cores at the SoC level.
Hence, there is an enormous need for the development of advanced verification
technologies.
Although the application of formal methods in verification has made remark-
able advances, extensive simulation is still the most applicable for full-chip
verification due to its scalability and flexibility. A typical verification flow
includes a process of stimulus generation, simulation, result checking and cov-
erage collection. One prevalent approach to simulation-based verification is
1
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Constrained Random Verification (CRV), where the verification engineers en-
code constraints and biases as test templates and instantiate them into tests.
The completeness of the verification is measured by coverage metrics. A satis-
factory coverage level must be met before tape-out.
One difficult task in CRV is to generate effective tests to achieve high coverage.
The quality of test generation usually improves along the verification process,
as the verification engineers learn more in-depth knowledge about the design.
However, this effort is conducted manually, usually in a trial-and-error man-
ner. In the meanwhile, tons of data are generated in CRV, most of which are
discarded during verification iterations. It would be helpful to analyse those
data and extract useful information that can aid in improving the test gen-
eration. In recent years, the advances of data mining techniques have made
it possible to analyse large volumes of data in various application fields [5].
This motivates us to investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of applying
data mining techniques in functional verification. More specifically, we aim to
develop learning-based methodologies to improve the efficiency of constrained
random verification.
1.2 Motivation
Suppose we were verifying a complex design with a constrained random verifi-
cation framework. There was a particular coverage event we tried to hit. We
developed a test template and let the framework to instantiate a number of
tests and simulate them. After a long simulation run, we decided that it could
not hit the event. We modified the test template and tried a new run. After
a couple of trials, we still could not hit the event. At that point, we would
2
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be hoping that there could be a tool that could guide us to more effectively
produce a test template that could generate a test to hit the coverage event.
This is a typical scenario in constrained random verification. When we say
that ”my test template cannot hit the coverage hole,” it can be actually due
to two reasons:
Insufficient simulation How do we know that the test template is incapable
of generating a test to hit the hole? Usually, we reach this conclusion
by generating N tests. How do we know it will not hit the hole if we
continue the simulation by generating 100×N tests?
Improper input constraints and biases If we use a test template to pro-
duce 1M tests and still none of them can hit the hole, we probably would
confidently conclude that we need to change the test template. Do we
start from the scratch or do we start by modifying the existing input
constraints and biases?
Test template
generator
Constrained
random test
generator
TA NTT ,..,1
design
simulation
Simulation
result
(1)(2)(3)
Figure 1.1: When result is not satisfactory, there can be three ways to
improve
These two reasons imply three ways to improve the constrained random verifi-
cation process when we encounter coverage holes. Figure 1.1 illustrates them.
In the figure, we assume that a test template TA is instantiated into N tests
3
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T1, . . . , TN . Moreover, the test template is likely to be manually crafted by a
verification engineer.
The first way to improve is to remove ”redundancy” in T1, . . . , TN .
For example, suppose we can afford (or decide) to simulate 2000 tests per
test template. Currently, we simply instantiate 2000 tests and simulate them.
Alternatively, we can instantiate 100K tests and identify the top 2000 novel
(”non-redundant”) tests. Intuitively, the alternative approach would be more
effective.
The effectiveness can be viewed in two ways: (1) the 2000 novel tests achieve
a higher coverage (or have a higher chance to hit the hole) than the original
2000 tests. (2) When we decide to stop using TA, such a decision can be made
with higher confidence.
The second way is to refine the test template TA.
Refinement may mean to constrain and/or bias the template in such a way
that the resulting tests have much higher probability for hitting a desired area
(or a state) of the design. For example, a refinement increases the probability
of satisfying some local conditions that we know would help to hit the hole.
The third way is to produce a new test template.
If we would like to have a tool that can automatically produce a test tem-
plate for a desired target, in essence, this becomes solving the test generation
problem. And we know that this would be a difficult problem. In practice,
producing a new test template means someone writes the test template man-
ually. However, when there is a collection of test templates, it is possible to
4
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identify the insufficiency of the current collection and thus produce new test
templates to augment the collection.
1.3 The Proposed Methodologies
Accordingly, we developed three learning-based methodologies to help improve
the efficiency in the three application scenarios mentioned above.
The first methodology is a novel test detection framework to reduce simulation
cost. A novel test is dissimilar to those tests already simulated thus is likely
to provide additional coverage. A kernel is defined to represent the similarity
between two tests. By using the kernel-based novelty detection model, we can
efficiently capture the covered space and filter out redundant tests. The idea
of the novel test detection is not new, however, designing practical kernels is
at the core of the novelty detection framework. We investigate the practical
implementation of the kernel-based novel test detection framework and design
a coverage-based kernel that is easy to implement.
The second methodology is a feature-based rule learning framework for extract-
ing knowledge from novel tests. The novel tests embed valuable knowledge
about how to activate special conditions in simulation. By analysing novel
tests against a large population of non-novel tests based on a feature set, we
can extract rules that explain the specialty of the novel tests. The learned
rules can be used to refine the test templates and thus produce tests that are
likely to hit the functional events that had low or zero coverage.
5
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The first two methodologies are developed in the context of microprocessor
verification. They can be used in combination to solve the problem of gen-
erating effective tests for a coverage goal. Even though we do not solve the
test template generation problem directly, with these two components, novel
test identification and test template refinement (based on learning from novel
tests), we can build an iterative flow that implements a test template search
process. Figure 1.2 illustrates this idea.
Constrained
random test
generator
TA NTT ,..,1
design
simulation
Simulation
resultlearning
Novelty
detection 
to avoid
redundancy
kEE ,..,1
Refine continue
Learned constraints
based on novel tests
Novel
tests
Figure 1.2: With non-redundant test identification and effective test tem-
plate refinement, we are implementing a test template search process that
can help us to find tests for hitting coverage holes (k  N)
The third methodology is a test plan augmentation approach in the context of
SoC platform verification. In platform verification, the constraints and biases
are encoded as test items (like test templates in processor verification). By
analysing a collection of test items, we can extract knowledge that captures
the underlying verification intent and thus implies feasible augmentation to the
test plan. By adding new test items based on this information, we can make
the test plan more complete and thus ease the manual efforts for reaching
coverage closure.
The first two methodologies have been applied on top of the verification en-
vironment of a high-performance low-power microprocessor within Freescale.
The third methodology has been applied in the verification of a commercial
6
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SoC platform within Freescale. The experimental results prove the effective-
ness and efficiency of the proposed methodologies and show promises of making
practical tools based on them.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides neces-
sary background information and reviews previous works for simulation-based
verification and test generation. Chapter 3 reports the study of practical im-
plementation of the novel test detection framework with the emphasis of ker-
nel design. The feature-based rule learning framework is presented in Chap-
ter 4, where the learned knowledge is used for test template refinement. The
differences of processor verification and platform verification are discussed in
Chapter 5, and a test plan augmentation approach for platform verification is
presented. Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and discusses future research
opportunities to extend the materials addressed in this dissertation.
7
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Background and Related Works
2.1 Simulation-based Verification
Simulation-based verification is the predominant methodology for full-chip ver-
ification in industry. Today’s state-of-the-art verification flow includes a highly
automated flow of test generation, simulation, correctness checking and cov-
erage collection, with islands of manual labor [6]. The verification usually
starts with the creation of a verification plan, which specifies the important
functionalities and aspects of the design to verify. Then verification engineers
prepare stimulus/tests via various approaches. The tests are simulated using
RTL models and the correctness checking is done by comparing results with
those produced by reference models or by checking with built-in checkers such
as assertions. The completeness of the verification is measured by various cov-
erage metrics [7]. There are two types of coverage metrics based on the way
that they are defined: those that can be automatically extracted from the de-
sign code, such as toggle coverage, and those that are user-specified in order
8
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to tie the verification environment to the design intent or functionality [8].
The former is referred to as structural coverage and the latter is referred to as
functional coverage. Generating effective tests to achieve satisfactory coverage
within bounded simulation cycles is crucial in meeting the verification budget
requirement. In practice, a mixture of several test generation schemes are used,
which we will discuss in Section 2.2
2.2 Verification Test Generation
Direct tests are tests manually drafted by verification engineers for verifying
specific scenarios. They are focus tests delicately designed for exercising par-
ticular mechanisms and thus are very effective in hitting the events of interest.
However, the creation of direct tests requires a lot of manual efforts and in-
depth knowledge into the design. Thus, their primary use is to hit those corner
cases that cannot be well exercised in extensive simulation. In addition, scenar-
ios not considered by the designer might be overlooked by the test developers.
Random testing is an approach to overcome the costly manual labor and bi-
ases in direct tests. However, pure random testing proves ineffective due to two
reasons: (1) It generates a lot of invalid tests (2) It cannot target effectively
on the events of interest since the sampling space is enormous. Constrained
random verification [9] is a method that combines the verification knowledge
with the power of random test generation. Constraints are used to restrict
the test sampling space to ensure the tests are valid and focused on certain
verification subspace. The unconstrained aspects are randomized with certain
biases to increase the chances of hitting targets of interest while preserving the
9
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potential of exposing bugs in scenarios overlooked by designers. As for micro-
processor verification, a methodology called Random Test Program Generation
(RTPG), originated in IBM, is designed to facilitate the constrained random
verification for different processor models [10] [11]. In RTPG, a descriptive
language is provided to describe the constraints and biases based on the archi-
tectural specifications and the test knowledge of the verification engineers [12].
The constraints and biases are encoded in test templates and are then fed to
a test program generator. The generator converts the test generation problem
into a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) and leverages CSP solvers to
generate test programs satisfying the constraints [13].
Constrained random verification and direct tests are used as two prevalent
approaches in industry. However, it might still be difficult to achieve a cer-
tain coverage level using both approaches. Coverage Directed Test Genera-
tion (CDTG) is a technique to generate stimulus to hit specific coverage tar-
gets. There are two approaches to CDTG: one is model-based and the other
is learned-based or feedback-based [14].
In model-based CDTG, an abstract model such as Finite-State-Machine (FSM)
of the design is built, and algorithms traversing the model are used to search
for a path from the initial state/node to the state/node corresponding to the
coverage point of interest. Commonly used models are FSM [15] [16], graph
model [17], and Extracted Control Flow Machine [18]. The abstract models
are either manually constructed from high-level specifications [19] [17] [15]
or automatically extracted from the design. Formal methods such as model
checking [15] [16], symbolic simulation [20], bounded model checking [21] are
used to search the path. For the method to be applicable, the model must be
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abstract enough, which affects its ability to be accurate; otherwise, the method
can only be applied to relatively small designs.
The main idea behind feedback-based CDTG is to create a system that cap-
tures the relationships between coverage and inputs in a simpler but less precise
manner and to combine this knowledge with the power of the random stimuli
generator to generate inputs that improve the possibility of hitting the tar-
get coverage points [14]. Recent works proposed various techniques to learn
from the simulation results. These approaches employ a variety of learning
techniques such as Bayesian Networks [22], Markov Models [23], Genetic Al-
gorithms [24] and Inductive Logic Programming [25]. However, automatically
modifying the input to the test generator, based on the feedback from simu-
lation, can be very difficult for complex designs. The feedback-based CDTG
has been an active research area. A recent work in [6] proposed to learn test
knowledge from micro-architectural behavior and embed the knowledge into
the test generator to produce more effective tests.
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Kernel-Based Novelty Detection
for Simulation Cost Reduction
3.1 Overview
Novel test detection is an approach to improve simulation efficiency by select-
ing novel tests before their application [26]. Techniques have been proposed to
apply the approach in the context of processor verification [27]. This chapter
reports our experience in applying the approach to verifying a commercial pro-
cessor. Our objectives are threefold: to implement the approach in a practical
setting, to assess its effectiveness and to understand its challenges in practical
application. The experiments are conducted based on a simulation environ-
ment for verifying a commercial dual-thread low-power processor core. By
focusing on the complex fixed-point unit, the results show up to 96% saving in
simulation time. The main limitation of the implementation is discussed based
12
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on the load-store unit with initial promising results to show how to overcome
the limitation.
3.2 Introduction
In a practical simulation-based verification environment, one of the most chal-
lenging tasks is to produce the tests that lead to the desired coverage level.
One common practice is to manually produce direct tests targeting on specific
coverage items. For processor verification, another common approach is con-
strained random test program generation in which users provide constraints
and biases in the form of test templates and directives to the test generator
[9]. The input to the test generator specifies the sampling scheme for various
dimensions in the test space such as address selection, register dependencies,
arithmetic data selection, etc.
Coverage-directed test generation (CDTG) is an emerging approach to over-
come the test generation problem. CDTG techniques dynamically analyse cov-
erage results and automatically adapt the test generation process to improve
the coverage. Recent works proposed various techniques to learn from the sim-
ulation results and improve the test generation. These techniques employ a
variety of learning techniques such as Bayesian Networks [22], Markov Models
[23], Genetic Algorithms [24] and Inductive Logic Programming [25]. In [28]
the authors proposed an automatic target constraint generation technique to
alleviate the burden of constraint generation.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of novel test detection
Novel test detection tries to tackle a problem much more restricted than
CDTG. Figure 3.1 illustrates the approach. In a novel test detection frame-
work, the assumption is that there is a constrained random test generator that
can instantiate the test template to generate a large number of functional tests.
The idea is to learn a novel test detection model based on the results from tests
that have already been applied. This model is used to select novel tests from
the large pool of tests before their application. Hence, only the selected novel
tests are applied, which reduces the simulation cost.
The authors in [26, 29] proposed a novel test detection framework where Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) one-class algorithm [30] is used to build models.
The framework is limited to analysing fixed-cycle functional tests. The authors
in [27] extended the application to build novel test detection models where tests
are assembly programs and the context is for processor verification. The ex-
periments were conducted based on a rather simple Plasma/MIPS processor
design.
The objective of the work in this chapter is not to claim that novel test detec-
tion is better than the existing approaches for improving constrained random
test generation. In fact, novel test detection can be viewed as complementary
to constrained random test generation and to CDTG. Our objective instead is
to assess the applicability and effectiveness of novel test detection in a practical
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setting. We began by implementing the approach proposed in [27] in a com-
pany’s in-house simulation environment for a dual-thread low-power processor.
The experiments were conducted parallel to the ongoing verification efforts.
In this chapter, we explain the main findings based on the commercial exper-
iment. These findings are organized into the remaining flow of the chapter as
the following:
• Section 3.3 presents simulation results to illustrate the existence of novel
tests in the particular simulation-based processor verification environ-
ment.
• Section 3.4 reviews the approach proposed in [27], in particular the graph-
based kernel method used to measure similarity on a pair of assembly pro-
grams. Applying the approach to the complex fixed-point unit demon-
strates up to 80% potential saving in simulation time.
• Section 3.5 discusses the major challenge of applying the graph-based
kernel approach in practice. To implement the graph-based kernel de-
mands a user to manually implement a cost table defining the similarity
between every pair of instructions in consideration. To overcome this
challenge, an alternative approach based on estimating coverage of an
assembly program is proposed. This alternative approach implements a
flow that requires minimal user involvement. The implementation is also
easier. We demonstrate that this alternative approach can be as effec-
tive as the graph-based kernel approach and delivers up to 96% potential
saving in simulation time.
• Section 3.6 discusses the main limitation of the alternative approach and
proposes an extension to overcome the limitation. The effectiveness of
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this extension is shown based on an experiment on a module in the load-
store unit with a potential 96% saving in simulation time.
• Section 3.7 summarizes this chapter.
3.3 The Experimental Framework and Novel
Tests
The experiments in this chapter and next chapter were conducted based on a
dual-thread low-power 64-bit Power Architecture-based processor core. It was
targeted to be manufactured in a 28 nm technology. The processor core sup-
ports dual-thread capability that enables each core to act as two virtual cores.
Each thread has dedicated Fetch, Decode, Issue, and Completion resources.
Each thread also has a dedicated Branch Unit, Load Store Unit, and Simple
Fixed Point unit. The Complex Fixed Point unit as well as the Floating Point
Unit and the vector engine are shared between threads. The core is designed
with a memory subsystem supporting up to an eight-core implementation in a
multiprocessing system.
The in-house simulation-based verification environment conforms to a state-
of-the-art coverage-driven flow. An in-house test generator is used to gener-
ate constrained random test programs based on user-supplied test templates.
During the test generation, architectural simulation is also performed and the
simulation results are embedded in test programs. The RTL simulation results
are compared with the architectural simulation results for checking correctness.
The coverage information is recorded and reported using a commercial cover-
age analysis tool. The verification coverage space is divided into subspaces.
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A subspace can be a part of the design, e.g., a particular unit or a specific
mechanism such as memory collision, etc. In our experiments, we focused on
the toggle coverage of the Complex Fixed Point unit (CFX) and the Load
Store Unit (LSU). Test templates targeting on these units are provided by the
verification team and are used in constrained random test generation.
3.3.1 Existence of Novel Tests in Practice
Figure 3.2 shows three plots for three simulation runs, two on CFX and one
on LSU. The x-axis shows the number of tests simulated, incremented by 30
at a time. The y-axis shows the normalized coverage based on the maximum
coverage achieved for the respective unit in all experiments.
Figure 3.2: Three simulation runs to illustrate the existence of novel tests
For the CFX, the first run consists of 2000 test programs each with 50 instruc-
tions and an initial machine state. The test programs are instantiated from
a template based on 33 instructions targeting on the unit. The second run is
similar, consisting of 10K test programs each also with 50 instructions and an
initial state. For the LSU, the run consists of 3000 test programs each with
10 instructions and an initial state. The template is based on 6 instructions
targeting on the unit.
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In all three plots, we observe jumps in the coverage curves. These jumps are
due to special tests that provide relatively significant coverage at the given
simulation point. These special tests are the novel tests that we are looking
for. If they can be identified before simulation, they can be applied earlier in
the simulation run. As a result, the respective coverage can be achieved much
faster.
Take the first plot as an example. We see that the jump occurs after simulating
1900 tests. We also see that the coverage curve is flat from 1300 to 1900.
Suppose an engineer uses the template to instantiate 1600 tests and observes
the flat curve. It is likely that the engineer would decide it is not effective to
continue. Then, the coverage jump would have been missed. If we have the
ability to predict novel tests before simulation, we can generate a much larger
number of tests to begin with and consequently reduce the chance of missing
a test capable of producing a significant coverage increase.
The three plots in Figure 3.2 show the existence of novel tests in practical
simulation-based verification scenarios. This gives a clear motivation to apply
novel test detection to identify those tests before simulation.
3.4 The Graph-based Kernel Approach
3.4.1 Kernel Based Learning with SVM One-class
Support Vector Machine (SVM) one-class algorithm, such as the ν-SVM algo-
rithm [30] is an unsupervised learning method that builds a model to identify
outliers in a given set of samples. The parameter ν is a user-supplied input
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that represents an upper bound on the number of outliers and low bound on
the number of support vectors. In application with n samples, we typically set
ν to be 1
n
meaning that we want to build a model to incorporate at least n− 1
samples, i.e. with at most one outlier.
In applying ν-SVM in novel test selection, the samples are tests that have been
simulated up to the point of simulation. Suppose they are t1, ..., tm. A SVM
model when applying to an un-simulated test T takes the following form:
M(T ) =
m∑
i=1
αiK(T, ti)− ρ
Conceptually, one can consider each αi as a weight denoting the importance
of test ti in the calculation of the model. A test ti is a support vector if
|αi| > 0. Otherwise, it is a non-support vector, meaning that it is not used in
the calculation. The ρ is a constant denoting the boundary of the measured
outlier value for a test T . If M(T ) < 0, T is deemed dissimilar to the simulated
tests t1, ..., tm. The more negative the M(T ) is, the more dissimilar the test T
is to t1, ..., tm. Given a set of un-simulated tests T1, . . . , Tn, let M(Tj) be the
most negative value computed by the model. Then, test Tj is the most novel
test selected by the model.
The function K(T, ti) is called a kernel function used to measure similarity
between T and ti, i.e. a pair of tests. The novel tests selected by a SVM model
highly depend on the definition of the kernel function. The kernel function
dictates the perspective of what novelty means.
Suppose our objective is to cover a set S of coverage items. Suppose test T
covers the subset ST . Suppose test ti covers the subset Sti . Intuitively, the
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similarity between T and ti can be measured as
|ST∩Sti |
|ST∪Sti |
. For ti, Sti is known.
However for T , ST is unknown because it has not yet been simulated.
The SVM one-class is a kernel-based learning method [31]. Such a method
consists of two components, a kernel function used to measure similarity be-
tween a pair of samples and an optimization engine used to build the model.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the learning approach.
Figure 3.3: Illustration of kernel-based learning
The SVM one-class algorithm concerns how to find the best values for α1, . . . , αm
and ρ, based on a given kernel function. As shown in Figure 3.3, such an al-
gorithm access the kernel function by querying the similarity between a pair
of samples xi, xj. In application, one can alter the kernel definition without
changing the SVM algorithm in order to influence the model building process.
3.4.2 The Coverage-independent Graph-based Kernel
Developing an appropriate kernel is at the core of applying the kernel-based
learning algorithm. In our application, tests are assembly programs. Hence,
the kernel function K() needs to measure similarity between a pair of assembly
programs. The work in [27] proposes a graph-based kernel that computes a
similarity measure by analysing two assembly programs. It is important to
note that such a graph-based kernel does not rely on any coverage information
by a test in the calculation. Hence, it is a coverage-independent kernel.
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Figure 3.4: The framework of computing graph-based kernel
Figure 3.4 illustrates the graph-based kernel. Each assembly program is first
converted into a program flow graph, a directed graph capturing the possible
execution flows of the program. Then, the kernel calculates the similarity
between two programs based on the graph edit distance (GED) of the two
graphs. The larger the distance is the more dissimilar the two programs are.
The GED is measured as the minimal cost of using a number of operations to
transform one graph to the other. These operations include insertion, deletion,
and substitution of vertices and edges. Each operation when performed has
a cost value. The cost is defined in a cost table. For example, the cost of
substitution of an addition instruction to a subtraction is smaller than the cost
of substitution of an addition to a load/store instruction. This is because both
addition and subtraction utilize the same execution unit while the load/store
instruction utilizes the load-store unit.
Because the graph-based kernel is coverage independent, for a given cost table
the process of building the model is fixed and consequently the novel tests
detected by the model are fixed. This means that in order to apply the graph-
based kernel to a given scenario, it is important to have a proper cost table.
This cost table can be design dependent, unit dependent and coverage metric
dependent. While this provides the flexibility to tackle a variety of scenarios,
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it can also be a challenge for its user to develop a proper cost table in practice.
3.4.3 Model Building and Novelty detection
Figure 3.5: The framework of graph-based kernel
Figure 3.5 illustrates the model building and novelty detection processes. In
model building, a model is built on a set of simulated tests. In novelty detec-
tion, the model is applied to a set of un-simulated tests to calculate an outlier
measure for each test. These measures are used to rank tests. The most out-
lying k tests are selected and simulated. For example, the process is iterative
as shown in Figure 3.1 where in each iteration the most outlying k tests are
selected for simulation.
3.4.4 Experiment Results
The novel test detection framework using the graph-based kernel approach is
implemented and integrated with the in-house simulation environment. Discus-
sions in this section focus on the example shown in the first plot in Figure 3.2,
i.e. the case with 2000 test programs for the CFX unit.
The novel test detection is applied iteratively where each iteration selects 30
tests to simulate from the pool of un-simulated tests. Figure 3.6 compares the
coverage curves achieved with and without the novelty detection. The curve
without is the same as that shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of coverage curves with and without novelty de-
tection
Without the novel test detection, the original simulation achieves a maximal
coverage with 1930 tests. With the novel test detection, the same coverage
is achieved using 190 tests, a 90% saving (i.e. 1- 190
1930
). The simulation time
of 2000 tests is more than a day (using a single machine). This means that
with the novel test detection, a day of single-machine simulation time can be
reduced to less than two hours.
One may notice the huge coverage jump in the original simulation at around
the 1930th test. This indicates a special test whose characteristic is quite
different from that of others, i.e. involving a dramatically different sequence
of instructions. This might make the novel test detection problem easier. To
assess the impact of this special test on the novel test detection, we conduct a
different experiment by removing this test from consideration. In this revised
experiment, we consider only the first 1800 tests.
Figure 3.7 shows the results with and without novel test detection based on the
1800 tests. Observe that in this case, the novel test detection can still provide
a 60% saving (i.e. 1- 520
1300
). The figure also confirms that the existence of the
special test does make the novel test detection more effective.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of coverage curves with and without novelty de-
tection based on only the first 1800 tests in Figure 3.6
3.5 Kernel Based on Estimated Coverage
3.5.1 Disadvantage of the Graph-kernel Approach
As discussed in Section 3.4.2, the major disadvantage with the graph-based
kernel approach is in the manual implementation of the cost table. Figure
3.6 and Figure 3.7 show promising results. However, these results were not
obtained without noticeable effort to develop the cost table for verifying the
unit. Such a development may take days or weeks to understand the behavior
of each instruction with respect to the intended coverage space based on the
target unit and/or design. Although one may argue that the development
effort can be seen as a one-time cost, in practice, it represents a major obstacle
for the acceptance of the approach.
3.5.2 Coverage-based Kernel
To ease the use of the novel test detection approach, what we need is a new way
to compute the similarity with minimal manual involvement. This motivated
us to develop an alternative kernel method based on estimated coverage.
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Recall from the discussion in Section 3.4.1 that a novelty detection model is
of the form: M(T )=
∑m
i=1 αiK(T, ti)−ρ where t1, . . . , tm are simulated tests.
Such a model is learned based on t1, . . . , tm to decide the values on α1, . . . , αm
and ρ. To calculate the similarity between a pair of simulated tests ti, tj, i.e.
the kernel denoted as Kc(ti, tj), we can simply let Kc(ti, tj) =
|Sti∩Stj |
|Sti∪Stj |
, where
Sti and Stj are subsets of covered items by ti and tj, respectively. Note that
ti, tj are simulated tests and hence, Sti and Stj are known. Such a calculation
can be based on a given set S of items to cover in the simulation. Hence,
the kernel calculation only depends on the selection of S that is much easier
to obtain than the cost table. For example, S can be the toggled lines in a
specific module of interest. As another example, S can be a set of hard-to-cover
toggled lines after some initial simulation.
Figure 3.8: The framework of coverage-based kernel
Figure 3.8 illustrates the framework using the coverage-based kernel. In model
building, a coverage-based kernel works well because the true coverage of each
simulated test is available. In novel test detection, the model M is applied
to compute an outlier measure for each un-simulated test T . This requires
computing Kc(T, ti) for each support vector test ti where the true coverage of
T is not yet known. Hence, to enable the approach, we require a method to
estimate coverage for an un-simulated test T .
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3.5.3 Estimating Coverage Before Simulation
The idea to estimate the coverage of an un-simulated test is simple. Figure 3.9
illustrates the idea.
Figure 3.9: Illustration of coverage estimation flow
For each single instruction, we randomly instantiated h instances using the
constrained random test generation framework. In the experiments, we had
h = 100. These 100 instances were simulated and their coverages were recorded
in a database. There are 600+ instructions defined by the PowerPC ISA. It
took about 250 hours to build the entire single instruction coverage database.
The storage requirement is about 480GB. The simulation time represents a
one-time cost for the approach.
For a given un-simulated program T consisting of a sequence of instructions,
for each instruction I we retrieve the coverage from the database based on
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the instruction instance that is closest to the instruction I. This closeness is
decided based on an indexing function. We implemented the indexing function
to look for the closest instruction instance based on Hamming-distance calcu-
lation between the operand values of the instruction I in T and the operand
values of the instruction instances stored in the database. For each instruc-
tion I in T , the indexing function decides the closest instruction instance in
the database. Then, the corresponding coverage is retrieved and used for I.
To estimate the coverage of T , we simply take the union of all the retrieved
coverages.
It is important to note that using the union operation to estimate the coverage
presents a major limitation to the approach. This limitation will be discussed
in Section 3.7 later.
3.5.4 The Accuracy of Coverage Estimation
To give an idea on the accuracy of the coverage estimation method, Figure
3.10 shows a result based on the 2000 test programs used in the experiment in
Figure 3.6. The x-axis shows the accuracy measured in terms of the percentage
of overlap between the estimated coverage and the true coverage of a test
program. The average estimation accuracy is around 75% and is far from
being perfect. Later in the experimental section 3.5.6, we will show that this
accuracy is sufficient for novel test detection to be effective.
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of estimation accuracy of 2000 tests
3.5.5 Dynamically Adjusting the Coverage Base Set S
In Section 3.5.2, we discuss the flexibility of the coverage-based kernel method.
The coverage is estimated based on a set S of coverage items where this set
can be flexibly defined. We call such a set the coverage base set.
Recall that novel test detection is an iterative process. Hence, ideally in each
iteration the perspective of novelty should be defined with respect to the un-
covered items. In other words, the novelty of a test should be evaluated based
on its chance to provide coverage on the uncovered items.
Figure 3.11 illustrates the iterative process. Initially, a set of tests T1, ..., Tn
are simulated. Then a novel test detection model M0 is learned from the
coverage results of T1, ..., Tn. When applying M0 to select the next n novel
tests Tn+1, ..., T2n, we would like to cover the uncovered area in the design. To
achieve this effect, we can perform the following adjustment on the coverage
base set S.
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Figure 3.11: An ideal iterative process with novel test detection
Initially, suppose the set S contains p items c1, . . . , cp. Let each item ci be
associated with a weight wi initialized as 1. We calculate the coverage as
∑
wi
for all i such that ci is covered by a test. Every time ci is covered, wi is adjusted
to wi/a where a is a constant such as a = 2. Such a weight adjustment scheme
depreciates the importance of a covered item gradually.
Similarly, after the first iteration, a novel test detection model M1 is learned
based on all the simulated tests T1, ..., T2n. This model M1 is used to select the
next n novel tests T2n+1, ..., T3n for hitting the uncovered area.
It is important to note in model building, those uncovered items do not par-
ticipate in the coverage-based kernel calculation. This is because in model
building, the true coverage of simulated tests is used and an uncovered item is
skipped in the coverage calculation. When the model is applied to estimated
coverage for an un-simulated test, an uncovered item may participate in the
kernel calculation. This is because it is possible that the instruction instances
retrieved from the database can hit the uncovered item.
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3.5.6 Results Compared to the Graph-based Kernel Method
Figure 3.12: Comparison of coverage curves with and without novelty de-
tection using the coverage-based kernel; The same example shown in Figure
3.6
Figure 3.12 shows the result based on the same example shown in Figure 3.6.
Again, in each iteration the top 30 novel tests are selected for simulation. We
see that with the novelty detection, only 400 tests are required to achieve the
same coverage of using 1930 tests in the original simulation run, an 80% saving.
Comparing this result to that shown in Figure 3.6, we observe the effectiveness
is not as good as before. However, 80% remains a significant saving.
Figure 3.13: Comparison of coverage curves with and without novelty de-
tection using the coverage-based kernel; The same example shown in Figure
3.7
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Figure 3.13 shows the result based on the same example shown in Figure 3.7
before, i.e. using only the first 1800 tests by removing the one special test
giving the big coverage jump at the 1930th test in the original simulation run.
We see that with the novelty detection, only 220 tests are required to achieve
the same coverage of using 1300 tests in the original simulation run, an 83%
saving. Comparing this result to the 60% saving shown in Figure 3.7, the
effectiveness is better than before.
3.5.7 Result on Simulation of 10K Tests
Figure 3.14: Comparison of coverage curves with and without novelty
detection based on the middle plot example shown in Figure 3.2 before
Figure 3.14 demonstrates the effectiveness of novel test selection using the
coverage-based kernel for the 10k tests simulation example shown in Figure 3.2.
Without novelty detection, the maximal coverage of the original simulation
run is achieved with 5950 tests. With novelty detection, the same coverage is
achieved using only 250 tests, or roughly a 96% saving. Simulation of the 5950
tests would have taken more than 4 days of single-machine simulation time.
With the novelty detection, this time is reduced to less than 6 hours.
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3.5.8 Two Additional Results
To show that the novelty detection approach can work well on tests based on
a focused instruction base, we conducted an experiment using a test template
based on only 6 CFX instructions. 2000 test programs were instantiated each
with 50 instructions and an initial state. Figure 3.15 shows the results with
and without novelty detection. Without the novelty detection, the original
simulation achieves the maximal coverage with 1720 tests. With the novelty
detection, the same coverage is achieved with only 100 tests, i.e. a 94% saving.
Figure 3.15: Results based on 2000 tests instantiated from 6 CFX instruc-
tions
To show that the novelty detection can also work well on selected coverage
points, we conducted an experiment by focusing on the 200 hard-to-cover points
in the CFX unit. 2000 tests of 50 instructions were simulated in the original
run. Without the novelty detection, the original simulation achieves the max-
imal coverage with 1930 tests. With the novelty detection, the same coverage
is achieved with only 100 tests, i.e. a roughly 95% saving.
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Figure 3.16: Results based on 200 hard-to-cover points in CFX
3.6 Limitation of the Single-Instruction Database
Section 3.5.3 discusses the method to estimate coverage for an un-simulated test
program and points out its major limitation is in the use of the union operation
to compute the coverage (also see Figure 3.9 for this union operation). Because
the estimated coverage of a test program is the union of individual estimated
coverages of all the instructions in the test program, such an estimated coverage
does not consider coverage contributed by multiple instructions collectively.
This limits the application of novelty detection to, for example, the load-store
unit consisting of multiple finite-state machines, arrays and register files. For
example, a data-forwarding event occurs when Read-After-Write hazards are
present. Using the single-instruction database would be unable to properly
estimate the coverage given by a test containing such hazards.
The LSU is one of the most complex units in the design. It is responsible for
scheduling and managing the out-of-order memory operations. To illustrate
the idea for overcoming the limitation we focus on an experiment based on
the data-forwarding module used in the store queue. The result of the original
simulation run is shown in the third plot in Figure 3.2. Below we discuss how
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to refine the novelty detection implementation to capture those novel tests
shown in the plot.
The idea is simple. To overcome the limitation of using the single-instruction
database, we build a database with a large number of test program instances
each consisting of three instructions. Then, we use the coverage information
stored in this 3-instruction database to estimate the coverage of test programs
with a longer length. The indexing function in Figure 3.9 needs to be modi-
fied. In other words, the estimated coverage of a 10-instruction test becomes
the union of coverages of several 3-instruction instances retrieved from the
database.
Figure 3.17 shows the result of applying this extension to the particular exam-
ple. Without novelty detection, the original simulation achieves the maximal
coverage with 2590 tests. With novelty detection, the same coverage is achieved
with only 100 tests, a 96% saving. Again, the coverage shown on y-axis is nor-
malized based on the coverage achieved in the particular example and hence,
it is shown as 100%.
Figure 3.17: Comparison of coverage curves with and without novelty
detection using extended coverage-based kernel based on the third example
plot shown in Figure 3.2
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3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we report the experience of applying novel test detection in a
company in-house constrained random test generation and simulation environ-
ment for a Power architecture-compliant processor core. The first implemen-
tation is based on the graph-based kernel method. While this implementation
can demonstrate 60-90% saving of simulation time, its practical applicability
is limited because of the requirement to manually construct the cost table. To
overcome this limitation, a second implementation is proposed. This alterna-
tive approach is based on a coverage-based kernel method. The effectiveness
of this approach is comparable to the graph-based kernel approach. The alter-
native approach demands minimal user involvement and hence is much more
acceptable in practice. With the second implementation, we demonstrate 80-
96% simulation cost reduction in various experiments. In one case, more than
four days of single-machine simulation time can be reduced to less than six
hours.
We discuss an extension based on the second implementation. The extension
overcomes the limitation of using the single-instruction database to estimate
coverage. A new database of 3-instruction instances is added to capture cov-
erage depending on multiple instructions collectively. The effectiveness of this
extension is demonstrated on the data-forwarding module in the LSU with a
potential 96% saving in simulation time.
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4.1 Overview
This chapter proposes a methodology of knowledge extraction from constrained
random verification data. Feature-based analysis is employed to extract rules
describing the unique properties of novel assembly programs hitting special
conditions. The knowledge learned can be reused to guide constrained random
test generation towards uncovered corners. The experiments are conducted
based on the verification environment of a commercial processor design, in
parallel with the on-going verification efforts. The experimental results show
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that by leveraging the knowledge extracted from constrained random simu-
lation, we can improve the test templates to hit the functional events that
otherwise are difficult to hit by extensive simulation.
4.2 Introduction
In a design cycle, the design evolves over time. Consequently, functional ver-
ification is an iterative process in which extensive simulation is run on a few
relatively stable versions of the design. When a new version is released with
accumulated changes over a period, the verification process restarts with the
new version. From one iteration to another, two assets are kept. The first are
the test templates refined and accumulated up to the previous iteration. The
second are the ”novel” tests (as described in Chapter 3) identified so far. For
example, a novel test can be the one hitting a particular block and/or event of
interest or capturing a bug in the previous design versions. These two assets
embed the knowledge accumulated through the iterative verification process.
In this chapter, we propose a novel learning methodology for extracting knowl-
edge from novel tests. The extracted knowledge then is reused for two pur-
poses: (1) for producing more tests similar to those novel ones and (2) for
producing new novel tests that, for example, can hit blocks and/or events not
covered before. To develop such a learning methodology, we need to address
three aspects: (1) what knowledge to extract, (2) how to extract and represent
knowledge, and (3) how to reuse the extracted knowledge.
We applied the proposed methodology to verifying a dual-thread low-power 64-
bit Power Architecture-based processor core to be manufactured with a 28nm
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technology. Our experiments were conducted parallel to the verification process
where the design was not yet stable. The experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the methodology for the two intended purposes. More
specifically, we show that after applying the extracted knowledge, a refined test
template can effectively generate additional tests for hitting a block and/or
functional event that received low coverage before. Moreover, a refined test
template can effectively generate tests for hitting an event that was not covered
before.
The rest of the chapter is outlined as follows: Section 4.3.1 presents a moti-
vational example for this work. Section 4.3.2 addresses the first aspect, i.e.
what knowledge to extract. Section 4.3.3 briefly reviews the related works. A
feature-based rule learning methodology is presented in Section 4.4 to address
the knowledge representation aspect. Section 4.5 discusses the knowledge ex-
traction aspect using subgroup discovery rule learning. Section 4.6 illustrates
how the knowledge can be reused. Section 4.7 discusses the possible adap-
tations to enhance the methodology. Experimental results are presented in
Section 4.8. Section 4.9 summarizes the chapter.
4.3 Motivation and Related Works
4.3.1 The Benefits of Understanding Novel Tests
Figure 3.12 in Chapter 3 shows that the special test causing a coverage jump
at about the 1930th test in the original simulation is captured by novel test
detection within the first 100 tests. It is interesting to understand why the
special test can cause such a coverage jump. We analysed the special test
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in Figure 3.12 based on a set of features such as instruction types, operand
values and the changes of those values in a program. A property we learned
is that there is an exception in the novel test that does not occur in non-novel
tests. Also, there are move-to-special-register instructions in the novel test,
which don’t appear elsewhere. We examined the novel test and found the
exception triggers an interrupt routine and the special instructions are part of
the interrupt routine. Then we modified the test templates to produce more
tests satisfying the property and observed the coverage impact.
Figure 4.1: Improving coverage by test template refinement
Figure 4.1 shows the result of this test template refinement. After simulation of
the first 100 tests, the special test that results in a coverage jump is identified.
After understanding the unique properties of the special test, the test template
is manually modified to produce additional tests. Observe that the additional
180 tests are able to improve the coverage to exceed that achieved by the
original 2000 tests. The y-axis is normalized based on the maximal coverage
achieved, and that is why the best coverage shown is 100%. Note that this
maximal coverage is the best coverage achieved across all experiments on the
CFX unit in this dissertation and all coverages for CFX shown in Chapter 3
are normalized based on this best coverage. The result shows us that we can
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achieve additional coverage benefits beyond novel test detection by extracting
knowledge from the novel tests to refine the test template.
4.3.2 What Knowledge to Extract
The example in Section 4.3.1 illustrates a scenario where structural coverage
such as toggle coverage is concerned. In more occasions, functional coverage
is more of a concern. During the design iteration, it may not be effective to
maintain the detailed structural coverage results from one iteration to the next
due to major changes in the implementation. Therefore, functional coverage
is often used as the metric to evaluate the importance of tests and to guide
test template refinement. The definitions of the functional events are relatively
stable and do not change as often as the design implementation. Hence, the
majority of the purpose for knowledge extraction in this chapter is to improve
functional coverage, although as we will demonstrate by experimental results,
it can also improve structural coverage.
Figure 4.2 illustrates a scenario of simulation with tests instantiated from a
given test template that had been refined by the verification team up to the
time of the experiment. The figure summarizes the statistics of covered func-
tional events for the Load Store Unit (LSU) of the processor in a simulation of
3000 tests. The LSU is among the most complex and difficult-to-verify units
in the design. Over 90% of the covered events were already hit by 50 or more
tests. However, there existed other events activated only by 10 tests or fewer.
Furthermore, there were events with zero coverage (not shown in the figure).
Our interest is in knowledge extraction for hitting those events with low or
zero coverage. The property stated by a complex event comprises multiple
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of covered events in LSU based on the frequency
of being hit
conditions. Learning the knowledge about the entire event directly could be
difficult. Hence a divide-and-conquer strategy is employed. The idea is to
learn knowledge with respect to each condition and then, the knowledge can
be combined for hitting the event. The similar thinking applies to improving
the structural coverage of a block since hitting a block usually depends on the
activation of certain conditions.
Knowledge extraction for a given condition is based on tests activating the
condition. We call those tests the novel tests. In processor verification, a
test is an assembly program. Figure 4.3 illustrates the learning goal. Suppose
a novel assembly program is identified to trigger a special condition in the
simulation, for example, a ”coreflush” condition concerning the instructions
already fetched but not yet committed. Then what we want to learn are
descriptive rules explaining the properties in the novel tests that trigger the
condition, for example, the rule being the existence of a mis-predicted branch
in the test. Such rules are then used as constraints to refine test templates for
hitting the condition.
To summarize, in our methodology we begin by monitoring a set of conditions.
Novel tests with respect to these conditions are identified and recorded in the
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the learning goal
simulation. The extracted knowledge is rules describing the special properties
of the novel tests.
4.3.3 Related Works
In a feature-based diagnosis approach, a set of features are used to encode the
characteristics of a sample (in our case a sample is a test). This encoding trans-
forms each sample into a feature vector. Then, by analysing the feature vector
of a special sample against other non-special samples, we can extract rules to
explain the unique property of the special sample, e.g. the special sample sat-
isfies the rule and all other samples do not. For the rule extraction analysis,
one can use a decision tree algorithm [32] or the subgroup discovery algorithm
[33]. Feature-based rule learning has been applied in the context of under-
standing design-silicon mismatch [34]. In our work, we apply the approach to
analyse the special test to understand its specialty. In contrast, this chapter
studies the feasibility and effectiveness of applying feature-based analysis for
extracting knowledge from novel tests to improve verification coverage.
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4.4 Feature Generation
4.4.1 Snippet-based Vector Representation
To extract knowledge from an assembly program, we first need an approach to
convert an assembly program into a representation suitable for applying the
feature-based rule learning. A given assembly program may consist of hun-
dreds of instructions. Our representation approach comprises two steps. The
first step converts an assembly program into multiple snippets of instruction
sequence of equal length k where k is a user-supplied input.
Figure 4.4 illustrates how this step, with a slide window size of 3, works on
an example test with 6 instructions. Six snippets are extracted, where the ith
snippet ends with the ith instruction in the test. Beginnings of the first two
snippets are filled with dummy instructions.
Inst1 
Inst2 
Inst3 
Inst4 
Inst5 
Inst6 
Snippet 1 
Not covered 
Covered 
Not covered 
Not covered 
Not covered 
Covered 
program Simulation trace 
Snippet 3 
Snippet 5 
Snippet 2 
Snippet 4 
Snippet 6 
Figure 4.4: Illustration of the slide window approach
Each snippet is paired with the episode of simulation trace starting from the
commitment of the second-to-last instruction and ending at the commitment of
the last instruction. In this way, each snippet is paired with a unique simulation
episode. For a given condition to be monitored, the episode is used to decide
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if the condition is covered by the snippet. Figure 4.4 shows, in the example,
the condition is covered by snippets 2 and 6.
The second step of the representation approach is to convert each snippet into
a feature vector. A feature vector encodes a sequence of instructions based
on a set of features. A feature can be an occurrence feature or a descriptive
feature. An occurrence feature has a value of 0 or 1. A descriptive feature has
a numerical value.
occurrence descriptive
o1 o2 ... on d1 d2 ... dm Class
1 0 ... 1 231 6 ... 54 −1
1 1 ... 0 78900 654 ... 37 +1
0 1 ... 0 256 800 ... 24 −1
0 0 ... 0 3 60 ... 4096 −1
0 0 ... 1 701 9754 ... 7 −1
1 1 ... 1 1 570 ... 0 +1
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the transformed dataset
Figure 4.5 illustrates the look of a feature-encoded dataset based on the six
snippets for a condition. The illustration shows n occurrence features and
m descriptive features. The set of snippets are divided into two classes, the
positive class with the condition being hit and the negative class without the
condition being hit.
It is important to note that in the analysis, the negative class will also contain
snippets obtained from non-novel tests. Hence, the size of the negative class is
usually much larger than the size of the positive class. It is also important to
note that such a feature-encoded dataset is constructed for each condition to
be monitored.
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4.4.2 Defining a Set of Features at ISA level
Features are ISA dependent. A feature set defined for PowerPC ISA can be
different from that for x86 architecture. In the proposed methodology, defining
a feature set is treated as a one-time cost. During the verification process, the
feature set may be manually expanded. However, because the feature set only
depends on the ISA, it can be reused for generations of design compatible to
the ISA.
In this chapter, the feature set is defined based on the Power ISA [35]. In the
experiment presented later, we consider three categories of features:
• State-based features:
– The contents of a set of special registers such as machine state reg-
ister (MSR), exception syndrome register (XER), L1 cache control
and status register (L1CSR), and etc.
• Instruction-based features:
– Instruction types and data patterns of associated operands, the re-
sult of execution, and etc.
– Information associated with load/store addresses, such as the virtual
addresses and physical addresses, the attributes of the page which
the addresses lie on, and etc.
• Sequence-based features:
– Data dependency in a sequence of instructions, the distance between
the dependent instructions, and etc.
– Address collision in a sequence of instructions, the distance between
the collided instructions, and etc.
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stdx 4,28,15
(EA=0x00000000ee308888,RA=0x0000000020edb888)
ldx 22,22,22
(EA=0x00000000fff1d908,RA=0x0000000020edb908)
ldx 21,22,3
(EA=0x00000000fff1d888,RA=0x0000000020edb888)
Figure 4.6: Illustration of a test program snippet
Figure 4.6 illustrates an example showing a simplified view of a snippet from a
novel test. The feature vector extracted from the third instruction is illustrated
in Table 4.1. The subscript 3 denotes the features of the third instruction.
EA3 specifies the effective address, while RA3 is the real address. op type3
refers to the instruction type. collided3 is an occurrence feature indicating
whether the instruction has address collision with any of previous instructions.
collision dist3 = 1 means there is one instruction between the third instruction
and the closest previous collided instruction.
Feature ... EA3 RA3
Value ... 0x00000000fff1d888 0x0000000020edb888
... op type3 collided3 collision distance3 ...
... ldx 1 1 ...
Table 4.1: Illustration of portion of a feature vector
4.4.3 Feature Discretization
In rule learning, a descriptive feature with numerical values is first partitioned
into multiple bins to facilitate the rule search. For example, RA is a descriptive
feature whose value can be partitioned into bins based on the cache line size
or page size. In general, an entropy minimization heuristic developed by [36],
can be employed for the partitioning such that a small range of feature values
with rare occurrence is considered important and identified as a separate bin.
A large range of feature values commonly-appearing in many samples are con-
sidered less important and grouped into the same bin. We use a discretization
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scheme based on the entropy minimization heuristic with additional constraints
based on the known design features such as cache line and page sizes, etc.
4.5 Knowledge Extraction by Rule Learning
Given two classes of snippets, Scovered (positive samples) and Snot−occurred
(negative samples), we are interested in finding the rules to describe the prop-
erties of positive samples Scovered. A rule is in the form of Ante ⇒ Scovered,
where the class Scovered appears in the rule consequent, and the rule antecedent
Ante is a conjunction of clauses c1 ∧ c2 . . . ∧ cn. Each clause involves a sin-
gle feature. For an occurrence feature f , a clause can be either f = 0 or
f = 1. For a descriptive feature f ′, a clause can be f ′ = bin where bin is a
bin number after the discretization described above. The Ante is essentially
a combination of important features selected to describe the properties of the
positive samples. In principle, the Ante should appear in zero or only very
few negative samples. Moreover, an Ante with a smaller number of clauses is
preferred because such an Ante is more general. An example rule based on
features discussed in Table 4.1 is shown as follows:
op type1 = stdx ∧ op type3 = ldx ∧ collided3 = 1 ∧
collision dist3 = [1, 2) ⇒ Scovered
(4.1)
There are two classes of rule learning algorithms: classification rule learning
and association rule learning. Classification rule learning is an approach for
predictive induction (supervised learning), aimed at constructing a set of rules
to be used for classification. Association rule learning is a form of descriptive
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induction (unsupervised learning), aimed at the discovery of rules which define
interesting patterns in data. Subgroup discovery aims to address a task at the
intersection of predictive and descriptive induction. For descriptive induction,
it identifies groups of similar samples that should be analysed collectively.
Then, for a group of multiple similar samples, predictive induction is applied to
extract rules. The search iterates between descriptive induction and predictive
induction to find the optimal group boundaries and rules to describe each
group.
Compared to classification rule learning, subgroup discovery is more suitable
for the application. A class of positive samples hitting a particular condition
can be due to multiple reasons. In classification rule learning, the positive
samples are analysed collectively. But because one subset of samples may be
due to one reason and another subset may be to due a different reason, it
becomes difficult to find a single rule to explain most of the samples, i.e. a
single rule with high accuracy. This problem is resolved in subgroup discov-
ery by grouping similar samples and searching rules to describe each group
individually.
We implement a rule search engine similar to the CN2-SD algorithm proposed
by [33], which adapted the classification rule learning CN2 algorithm [37] to
subgroup discovery learning in order to achieve both predictive and descriptive
induction.
The rule search engine performs a breadth-first search where the depth is char-
acterized by the number of clauses. The evaluation metric of a rule is based
on a weighted relative accuracy [38] as described below.
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For a rule Ante ⇒ Scovered, the weighted relative accuracy WRAcc is defined
as follows:
WRAcc(Ante⇒ Scovered) = p(Ante) · (p(Scovered|Ante)− p(Scovered)) (4.2)
p(Ante) is the frequency of the total samples satisfying theAnte. p(Scovered|Ante)
is the frequency of the positive samples satisfying the Ante. p(Scovered) is
the frequency of the positive samples. The weighted relative accuracy con-
sists of two components. the relative accuracy component (p(Scovered|Ante) −
p(Scovered)) and the generality component (p(Ante)). Therefore, the weighted
accuracy provides a tradeoff between the generality of the rule (rule coverage)
and the relative accuracy.
In classification rule learning, covered samples are dropped to avoid finding the
same rule again. However, a single sample may attribute to two reasons for
hitting the condition. If such a sample is dropped after uncovering one reason,
its information is lost for uncovering the other reason. To address this problem,
the rule search engine uses a weighed covering heuristic. Instead of dropping a
covered sample, it stores the covered sample with a weight indicating how many
times the sample has been covered, i.e. how many rules have been produced
based on the sample. Then, in Equation (4.2) the frequencies are adjusted
based on these weights. The output of the search is a ranked list of rules where
the ranking can be based on several metrics [33].
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4.6 Knowledge Reuse
4.6.1 Rule Validation and Refinement
From a ranked list of rules, a rule can be selected and validated by creating a
test template macro satisfying the rule. A macro is a parameterized building
block of a template, which specifies how instruction sequences are instantiated.
For example, the rule in Equation (4.1) can be encoded into a macro illustrated
in Figure 4.7, which will generate a pair of stdx-ldx collision with a random
instruction between them.
sequence:
var a = random()
gen inst(optype=stdx, addr=a)
gen inst()
gen inst(optype=ldx, addr=a)
Figure 4.7: Illustration of a test template macro
A rule is evaluated based on the frequency of the produced tests hitting the
desired condition. A rule is considered to be meaningful if the frequency is
higher than the ratio of the number of positive samples over the total number
of samples in the original dataset. The larger the difference is, the more mean-
ingful the rule is. In the learning process, a rule can be further refined based
on additional positive samples produced in the rule validation process.
4.6.2 Rule Reuse
Rules and macros are reused to improve the coverage of complex events. A
database is built to store the rules and macros for each condition to be mon-
itored. When we want to produce tests to hit an event comprising multiple
conditions, the corresponding macros for the conditions are retrieved from the
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database. These macros are combined to create more complex macros for
hitting the event.
In our methodology, combining macros follows a predefined set of built-in pro-
cedures that can be selected by the user. For example, one procedure combines
macros by enumerating all the orderings without interleaving instructions from
two macros. Another procedure combines macros based on a given fixed or-
dering by interleaving the instructions from two consecutive macros in the
ordering. There are variants of interleaving schemes in the procedure to decide
how instructions from two macros can be interleaved.
When creating compound macros, the constraints specified by individual macros
should be preserved. For example, if we combine the macro in Figure 4.7 with
another macro, the stdx instruction should still proceed the ldx instruction.
While we can interleave instructions from another macro between the stdx and
ldx, the number of intercepted instructions should not exceed one.
4.7 Learning with Microarchitecture Features
4.7.1 Limitations of Learning at ISA Level
In the learning methodology proposed earlier in this chapter, learning is per-
formed with instruction-level features based on a slide window approach. This
might be a limitation when complexity increases. Let us consider an exam-
ple scenario as illustrated in Figure 4.8. Suppose the 100th instruction of a
program invalidates the Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB). Then following
99 non-memory instructions, the 200th instruction is a load instruction. This
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would cause a TLB fault. Apparently, the approach proposed earlier is not
capable of learning the rules for the TLB fault event here. This example shows
there exist a category of events that cannot be learned efficiently by merely
looking at the instruction interactions locally without consideration of micro-
architecture states. Hence, when the instruction-level learning proves to be
ineffective, adaptations to the proposed learning methodology are needed to
deal with more complexities.
100th instr 
200th instr 
TLB 
…
 
invalidate 
load 
TLB 
fault 
…
 
…
 
Figure 4.8: Illustration of an example scenario in which rules cannot be
efficiently learned by the approach discussed in previous sections
There are two key components in a learning methodology: feature representa-
tion and learning algorithms. When applying learning to a more complex sys-
tem, one might wonder which direction to pursue: more sophisticated learning
algorithms or better feature representations? At first glance, it might appear
that more advanced learning algorithms are required to solve more complex
problems. However, our experiences show that a better feature representa-
tion will give us more insightful perspectives and thus result in better learning
results than going after advanced algorithms. From the analysis of the limi-
tation of learning only at the ISA level, we adapt the learning framework to
being applied at two levels. We first learn rules of the important combinations
of microarchitecture states present when a special condition occurs. Then a
learning scheme similar to that proposed in previous sections in this chapter
is applied at the ISA level. The adaptation includes two levels of features:
features describing the microarchitecture states, and features describing the
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characteristics of instructions. The application of the learning scheme relies
on the proper selection of microarchitecture states, hence simple learning al-
gorithms are preferred to search the rules based on different sets of features.
A hypothesis pruning and ranking scheme is a good candidate for its simplic-
ity and efficiency. We will briefly review the hypothesis pruning and ranking
scheme in Section 4.7.2 and present the adapted learning scheme in 4.7.3.
4.7.2 Hypothesis Pruning and Ranking
All rule learning algorithms essentially try to find good hypotheses that can
explain why samples fall into a particular category. A hypothesis space is
formed based on features. Given a set of n occurrence features F = {f1, ..., fn},
the hypothesis space is the power set 2F . Each hypothesis is a combination of
features. The hypothesis space formed from all features can be huge. However,
when forming hypotheses to explain a special sample, we only need to consider
the features that appear in the sample. This number is usually much smaller
than the number of all features. However, even for the number of features in
the order of tens, the space is still too large to enumerate explicitly. Hence,
the hypothesis space usually exists implicitly in the analysis. In the hypothesis
space, a lot of hypotheses appear in non-special samples, which means they
cannot be used to distinguish the special samples from non-special ones. We
call them inconsistent hypotheses. When inconsistent hypotheses are pruned,
only consistent hypotheses that are more creditable for explaining the special
samples will be left.
We illustrate the concept of hypothesis pruning through an example data set
as shown in Table 4.2. It consists of 2 special samples S1, S5 and 4 other
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non-special samples. Each sample is characterized by 5 features F1 through
F5. The hypothesis space formed by features appearing in the special samples
is illustrated as a concept lattice in Figure 4.9. Each node represents a hypoth-
esis annotated with the number of appearances in non-special samples. For
example, the 2-order hypothesis {F1, F4} denotes the combination of F1 and
F4, and annotated with 2 since it appears in S2 and S4.
Table 4.2: Example Data Set
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 Class
S1 1 0 1 1 1 1
S2 1 0 1 1 0 0
S3 0 1 1 1 1 0
S4 1 1 0 1 0 0
S5 1 0 1 0 1 1
S6 1 0 0 0 1 0
In the example concept lattice, {F1, F3, F5}, {F1, F4, F5} and {F1, F3, F4, F5}
are annotated with 0, which means they never appear in non-special samples.
In other words, they are consistent hypotheses. The goal of hypothesis prun-
ing is to find all the consistent hypotheses that are not descendants of other
hypotheses. In this example, {F1, F3, F5}, {F1, F4, F5} are the results of hy-
pothesis pruning. The reason for finding low-order consistent hypotheses is
that high-order consistent hypotheses ({F1, F3, F4, F5} in this example) are in-
cluded in their ancestors and tend to ”overfit” the data set. Also, the low-order
hypotheses are easier to understand.
The problem of hypothesis pruning can be formulated as finding a cut in the
concept lattice. The dashed curve in Figure 4.9 is such a cut separating the
consistent hypotheses from the others. Various algorithms can be used to
search for the cut [39]. In practice, the pruning is not that strict and can
tolerate certain degrees of inconsistency. The consistency checking is replaced
by support-confidence evaluation. Let P be the set of all special samples, and
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{} 
3{F1} 2{F3} 3{F4} 2{F5} 
1{F1,F3} 2{F1,F4} 1{F4,F5} 1{F1,F5} 1{F3,F5} 2{F3,F4} 
1{F1,F3, F4} 0{F1,F3, F5} 0{F1,F4, F5} 1{F3,F4, F5} 
0{F1,F3, F4, F5} 
Figure 4.9: Illustration of the concept lattice based on the example data
set
N be the set of all non-special samples. For a hypothesis h, let Ph be the subset
of P satisfying the hypothesis h and Nh be the subset of N satisfying h. Then
the support of h is |Ph||P | and the confidence of h is
|Ph|
|Ph|+|Nh| . For example, the
hypothesis {F1, F4, F5} appears in one special sample S1 but not in the other
special sample. Then its support is 50%. Its confidence is 100% as it never
appears in non-special samples.
Rule learning algorithms based on hypothesis pruning usually start with the
null hypothesis and generate lowest-order hypotheses first in a breadth-first-
search manner. For each hypothesis, support-confidence evaluation is per-
formed with user-specified thresholds. Hypotheses without sufficient support
or confidence will be pruned. If a hypothesis passes the evaluation, its descen-
dants will not be explored. If a hypothesis is pruned due to insufficient support,
its descendants will not be explored as well (since they have lower support
than their ancestors). The search will stop after all lowest-order hypotheses
are found or the search depth exceeds a threshold. The hypotheses found are
ranked based on support and/or confidence. In the example, {F1, F3, F5} is
ranked as the top hypothesis as it has higher support (100%) than {F1, F4, F5}
while they have the same confidence.
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4.7.3 Adaptation of the Learning Methodology
Figure 4.10: State matrix view of a test
Figure 4.10 illustrates the learning scheme. We assume that there is a set of
relevant microarchitecture states. For each analysis, a subset of p states are
selected, S = {s1, . . . , sp}. Given an instruction sequence, simulation provides
the state vector based on S achieved at the end of each instruction. For
simplicity, we assume that in this state vector, ”1” means the state is present
and ”0” means the state is not present.
Suppose for a test we observe that instruction Ij+1 hits a coverage point of
interest. Our first learning goal is to uncover what state configuration is causing
the instruction to hit the coverage point.
The learning can proceed by assuming a small window size w and concatenating
the last w columns in the state matrix in Figure 4.10 to form a positive state
vector. Then, in all tests where an instruction of the same type as Ij+1 appears
and the coverage point is not hit, we extract a negative state vector. There can
be many negative state vectors.
Figure 4.11: A positive state vector and its hypotheses
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Given a positive state vector, a set of hypotheses can be formed. For example,
Figure 4.11 shows a positive state vector of 10 states. Since only states 3, 4,
6 and 8 are present, hypotheses are formed based on these four states. Others
are ignored because we assume that hitting the coverage point depends only
on state presence. Using four states, there are 24 − 1 = 15 hypotheses. Each
hypothesis can then be checked against all the negative state vectors. For
example, one can set the rule that if a hypothesis appears in any negative
state vector, it will be removed. Or one can set the rule that if a hypothesis
appears in much more positive state vectors than negative state vectors (when
combining analysis of multiple tests), then it can be accepted.
The learning scheme is quite simple. Its power of course lies in the proper
selection of S. Also because the learning algorithm is simple, its effectiveness
decreases as the number of states p and the window size w increases, i.e. the
dimensionality of a state vector increases. In practical use, we want to keep p
and w small. For example, w can be kept at 2 while p is kept at less than 10.
Because p is kept small, it may require multiple runs to try out different sets
of state variables. In practice a user makes the selection of the set S from
a larger set of known state variables built into the tool. Even so the simple
learning scheme still provides a useful way to help the user quickly explore a
large number of hypotheses.
Suppose a hypothesis is accepted. Then, finding the instructions causing the
states is a relatively easy problem. One can trace back in time from the state
vector to identify the corresponding instruction where a state is first present.
Then, we apply a second level of learning to learn the characteristics of the
instruction for causing the state presence. In this second level of learning, a
positive example is an instruction causing the state of interest. A negative
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example is an instruction of the same type that does not cause the state to be
present. The learning scheme can be designed in a similar fashion as described
above.
In summary, the two levels of learning schemes first try to uncover the combina-
tion of states causing the coverage hit and then uncover the specific instructions
and instruction features.
4.8 Experiment Results
4.8.1 Experiment Environment
In this chapter, the experiments were conducted on a dual-thread low-power 64-
bit Power Architecture-based processor core. The design is a newer version of
the processor core mentioned in Chapter 3. The processor core supports dual-
thread capability that enables each core to act as two virtual cores. Each thread
is two-way superscalar and maintains up to 16 out-of-order instructions in-flight
through 10 parallel execution pipelines. In this version, the core is designed
with a memory subsystem supporting up to a twelve-core SoC implementation.
The in-house simulation-based verification environment conforms to a state-
of-the-art constrained random verification flow. An in-house test generator
is used to generate constrained random test programs based on user-supplied
test templates. During the test generation, architectural simulation is also
performed and the simulation results are embedded in test programs. The
RTL simulation results are compared with the architectural simulation results
for checking correctness.
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The experimental results shown below focus on the Load Store Unit (LSU).
LSU is one of the most complex and difficult-to-verify units in the design.
The LSU in this version supports up to eight outstanding load operations and
eight outstanding store operations in-flight. The design leverages features such
as store queueing, L1 load miss queueing, store gathering, and critical-word-
first service to support the speculative memory access in order to achieve high
performance.
Since the experiment was conducted in parallel to the on-going verification
efforts, the experiment started with test templates that had been refined by
the verification team up to the time of the experiment. In the following, we
describe five results in detail to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
learning methodology. The first result is based on toggle coverage and the rest
are focused on the more important coverage type– functional coverage.
4.8.2 The First Illustrative Result Based on Structural
Coverage
The first experiment was conducted on a test set instantiated by a test template
based on 6 load/store instructions. It contains 3000 test programs, each of
which has 10 instructions. Figure 4.12 shows the accumulated toggle coverage
curve of the data forwarding block in LSU. Out of 3000 tests, only 4 contribute
to coverage increase for that block. After simulating the whole test set, the
coverage only reaches 46.31%.
Instruction-level rule learning were conducted to extract rules. One rule we
learned can be interpreted as follows:
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# of applied tests 
Novel tests 
10-inst sequences 
46.31 
Figure 4.12: Toggle coverage on a block in LSU of the original simulation
run
• There is a store instruction followed by a load instruction.
• The data width of the two instructions are the same.
• The real addresses of the two instructions can only differ in the last 3
bits.
• There are no more than 2 instructions between these two instructions.
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Figure 4.13: Coverage improvement in the first iteration
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We modified the test template toward producing tests featuring sequences that
satisfy this rule and generated additional 50 tests. After running the 50 tests,
coverage was increased from 46.31% to 50.22%, as shown in Figure 4.13. This
was not the endpoint. Since we had more samples of novel tests, we could
improve the effectiveness of learning by extracting rules based on the newly
generated tests. In this iteration, we discovered that if the qualified sequences
occur more than once in a test, the test is more likely to contribute to the
coverage increase in the block.
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Figure 4.14: Coverage improvement in the second iteration
Then we applied this new rule to direct the test generation and instantiated
another 50 tests. In this iteration, the coverage was increased to 66%, as
shown in Figure 4.14. Again, we iterated the learning process based on the
refined tests. We discovered it can be interpreted as that if the Hamming
distance between the data of interest in two sequences is large, it’s more likely
to contribute to the coverage increase of the block. Thus, we applied this
constraint and generated another 5 tests. As we can see from Figure 4.15,
after applying the extra 5 tests, the coverage of the block ramped up to 100%.
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Figure 4.15: Coverage improvement in the last iteration
What would we get if we continued simulation using tests generated by the orig-
inal test template? The comparison is shown in Figure 4.16. We instantiated
another 4000 tests and simulated them, which took over 15 hours. However,
the coverage only increased to 50% and levelled off in the long simulation. It’s
very unlikely to increase coverage if we continue simulation without learning.
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Figure 4.16: Comparision between coverage w/ and w/o learning
4.8.3 The Second Result
The second result demonstrates the following: The learning began with novel
tests hitting an event α comprising a single condition c1. Learning was to
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extract rules for hitting c1. After the learning, two things were accomplished
by the tests instantiated from the refined test template. First, the frequency of
hitting event α was substantially improved. Moreover, two additional events
β, γ (with zero coverage before) were covered.
The event β comprises a single condition c2 that is highly correlated to the
condition c1. The event γ comprises both conditions c1 and c2. The result
demonstrates that learning from tests hitting one event can lead to fortuitous
coverage of other correlated events.
In the simulation run, 1000 tests were instantiated from a test template based
on 114 types of memory instructions. Each test consists of 50 instructions. The
simulation time for each test on a single machine took several minutes. When
simulating using a server farm, 20-30 tests could be simulated simultaneously.
The event A was covered by merely three tests. This event refers to the special
condition c1 concerning how certain queues in LSU are filled up.
We applied the learning methodology to extract rules from the three novel
tests. One interesting rule we found can be interpreted as follows:
• There is a lmw (load multiple word) instruction.
• The page on which the real address of lmw lies, is not cache inhibited.
• The destination register of the lmw is before G20.
The rule is converted into a test template macro and used to generate another
200 tests, each comprising 50 instructions. Table 4.3 shows the comparison
of coverage between the original 1000 tests and 200 new tests. As shown by
the 4th row, the number of tests hitting the event α increases from 3 to 33 in
the new test set, thus boosting the frequency from 0.3% to 15.5%. Moreover,
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events β and γ which were not hit by the original 1000 tests could be hit by 9
tests and 5 tests from the 200 new tests (the 5th and 6th rows).
# of tests % of tests
test set original new original new
size 1000 200 1000 200
event α 3 33 0.3% 15.5%
event β 0 9 0 4.5%
event γ 0 5 0 2.5%
Table 4.3: Comparison of event coverage between original 1000 tests and
200 new tests
4.8.4 The Third Result
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Figure 4.17: Functional coverage improvement
Figure 4.17 summarizes the third result. In the original simulation run, 2000
tests were instantiated from a template based on 44 types of memory instruc-
tions and over 200 types of non-memory instructions. Each test consists of 100
instructions. In the simulation, only event IV was hit by one test. event I, II,
III, and V had zero coverage.
Event IV comprises two conditions c3 and c4. Other events comprise the same
two conditions. However, the temporal constraints between the two conditions
are different across the five events.
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Learning was carried out based on the novel tests hitting conditions c3 and
c4. Note that there were multiple tests hitting c3 and c4 individually. After
the learning, rules were extracted for hitting c3 and c4, resulting in multiple
macros for each condition.
Two macros m1 and m2 (for c3 and c4, respectively) were identified to be con-
sistent with two respective segments of instructions in the one test hitting event
IV. The corresponding rules for these two macros are illustrated in Table 4.4.
Hence, macros m1 and m2 were combined to produce a new template macro.
Because in the test, instructions from m1 was followed by instructions from m2
without interleaving, in the combined macro, m1 was followed by m2 without
instruction interleaving.
Rule for m1
There is a mulld instruction and the two
multiplicands are larger than 232
Rule for m2
There is a lfd instruction and the instructions
prior to the lfd are not memory instructions
whose addresses collide with the lfd
Table 4.4: Rules for macros m1 and m2
The combined macro was used to produce 100 new tests. These new 100 tests
led to higher coverage for events I to IV as shown with the legend ”combined
macro” in Figure 4.17. But event V remained at zero coverage.
The learning was re-applied with the additional 100 tests and new rules/macros
were obtained for hitting c3 and c4. Again, 100 new tests were produced. The
result was denoted as ”iteration 1” in Figure 4.17. Observe in ”iteration one”
that coverage for event I to IV was improved further. More importantly, event
V could be covered. The process repeated in the ”iteration 2” and we can
observe further coverage improvement for events II to V.
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4.8.5 The Fourth and Fifth Results
Figure 4.18: 2 examples, coverage point sets A and B
Figure 4.18 illustrates the fourth and fifth examples to illustrate the effective-
ness of two-level learning. The first group contains 8 coverage points A0 . . .
A7. The second group contains 6 coverage points B0 . . . B5. The second rows
of Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show their initial coverage based on the test templates
developed by the verification engineers. For group A, 400 tests were simulated,
which hit A0 10 times and A1 17 times. Others had no coverage. For group B,
>30K tests were simulated, which hit none of the points.
The 8 points in group A correspond to filling the 8 slots in a queue. If slot i is
filled, Ai is activated. The queue is consumed by other parts of the processor
depending on the machine state. While filling a slot may not be difficult, once
a slot is filled, it can be consumed quickly and removed. Hence, it is difficult
to keep many slots filled simultaneously.
Table 4.5: Coverage improvement after learning
Stage # of tests A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7
Initial 400 10 17 0 0 0 0 0 0
based on 400 tests 100 3 11 10 10 4 2 1 1
based on 500 tests 50 72 59 71 83 79 97 96 87
Table 4.5 shows the improvement after applying the learning schemes discussed
above. After learning based on the initial 400 tests, we were able to find
constraints to improve the test item. The improved test template was used to
produce 100 new tests. All points in group A were covered at least once.
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The 100 new tests provide additional information to learn from. Hence, the
learning schemes were applied to all tests, including the 100 new tests. The
test template was further improved accordingly. The last row shows that with
50 tests, the further-improved test template can cover all points many times.
The coverage frequencies are greater than 50 because each test consists of
a sequence of instructions and by focusing the test template on hitting the
coverage points, many instructions can hit them, i.e. a test can cover a point
more than once.
Refer to example 2 in Figure 4.18. In this case, none of the points was covered
in the initial run. However, by analysing the block of interest, one can easily
discover that in order to hit coverage points in group B, setting signal C and
signals D0 to D5 is necessary. Hence, instead of learning to reach points in B,
which is not possible because the tests and simulation data provide no infor-
mation to learn from, the learning objective is to provide better controllability
for C and D0 to D5.
Table 4.6: Coverage improvement after learning
Stage # of tests B0 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5
Initial >30K 0 0 0 0 0 0
based on >30K tests 1200 1 0 0 16 25 26
based on >30K + 1200 tests 100 2 1 1 56 61 77
After learning based on the initial >30K tests, Table 4.6 shows that B3 to B6
could be covered many times. B0 was covered once. Again, the learning can
include the 1200 new tests. Results are shown in the last row of the table.
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4.9 Summary
This chapter proposes a learning methodology to extract knowledge from sim-
ulation in constrained random processor verification. A feature-based rule
learning approach is developed for the knowledge extraction. The extracted
knowledge is reused for test template refinement to improve event coverage.
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed learning
methodology in various scenarios where event coverage could be further im-
proved after a substantial verification effort had been spent.
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Data Driven Test Plan
Augmentation in Platform
Verification
5.1 Overview
Verification of a platform design can be divided into two parts, core verification
where an individual core is verified and platform verification where integration
of multiple cores is verified. In both parts, constrained random test generation
is applied and verification is driven by certain predefined coverage metrics.
This chapter focuses on platform verification and shows that a data learning
approach designed for core verification is not feasible for platform verification.
We explain the differences between the two from the perspective of applying
data learning and point out a fundamental problem to be solved in platform
verification. We propose a data driven approach for test plan augmentation
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and demonstrate its effectiveness using a latest commercial platform design.
Experimental result shows that the approach can be used to further improve
coverage during a verification cycle.
5.2 Introduction
Functional verification starts with a verification plan, specifying the aspects
of design to verify [6]. In constrained random verification, test cases are gen-
erated by constrained random test generation, which is guided by constraints
and biases specified in a test item (or test template). Verification quality is
measured by coverage metrics and coverage results are analysed to guide the
setting of constraints and biases.
In a design process, the design evolves over time. This means that functional
verification also evolves accordingly. From one design version to another, func-
tional verification has two important goals: to identify bugs in the current
version and to develop a collection of test items and/or direct tests that even-
tually will be used to simulate the final version of the design.
In this chapter, we call a constrained random test generator a randomizer. We
call a particular setting of constraints and biases a test item and a collection
of test items a test plan. A randomizer processes a test item and produces a
set of tests. For example, a test for verifying a processor core is a sequence of
assembly instructions. A test for verifying a platform is a sequence of transac-
tions.
For test plan development, it often relies on a coverage metric to drive the
improvement of a test plan. The specifications of coverage models are often
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encapsulated into coverage groups where each group consists of coverage points.
A coverage point is usually defined as a particular combination of signal values.
Suppose a randomizer generates a set of tests intended for a coverage group.
Suppose some or none of the coverage points are covered and others are not.
This is a typical scenario where a verification engineer analyses the coverage
result and tries to improve the test item so that the randomizer can produce
tests covering the uncovered points.
In this context, the data learning methodology proposed in Chapter 4 ana-
lyzes the simulation traces and the tests to assist understanding of why some
tests hit the coverage points and some do not. The result is then used to
add additional constraints for better controllability for hitting the points in
the coverage group. The experiment results showed that in practice such a
methodology could be useful for processor verification. However, for platform
verification, we discover that the data learning methodology is ineffective.
At processor level, the learning is for incrementally improving a test item.
Finding a better set of constraints often means adding more constraints such
that they can reach a desired microarchitecture state. Which constraints to add
can be learned from the tests and their simulation traces. At platform level, we
observe that the core of the problem is the incompleteness of a test plan. This
means that to apply the same learning idea, one has to be able to learn from
one test item to discover another. We observe that in such an application, the
tests and simulation traces often provide little or no information to enable the
learning.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the difference between learning in the processor verifica-
tion context and learning in the platform verification context. For processor
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verification, the task is to learn from the behavior of a collection of tests to im-
prove a test item. In platform verification, the task is to learn from a collection
of test items to improve a test plan. We discovered that in such an application,
the tests and their simulation traces often provided little or no information to
enable the learning. Therefore, while the learning approach proposed for pro-
cessor verification is more like a supervised learning approach, we found that
for platform verification, we had to develop an unsupervised approach.
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Processor verification context 
(learning from tests to improve a test  item)  
Platform verification context 
(learning from test items to improve a test plan)  
Figure 5.1: Processor Verification vs Platform Verification
In this chapter, we propose a different data driven methodology to overcome
the test plan incompleteness problem. The data to analyse is the collection
of existing test items. The objective is to identify feasible augmentations to
the test plan by adding new test items. The approach analyses only the test
items without using the actual tests and their simulation results. We apply
the methodology to a latest commercial platform design and demonstrate its
effectiveness of use during a verification cycle.
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The rest of the chapter is outlined as follows: Section 5.3 introduces platform
verification and explains why it is difficult to learn from tests and simulation
traces to improve coverage. Section 5.4 formulates the data learning problem
present at the platform level. Section 5.5 discusses the algorithms to tackle the
problem. Section 5.6 shows results based on the commercial platform design.
Section 5.7 concludes the paper.
5.3 Platform Verification
Figure 5.2: Illustration of a platform
Figure 5.2 illustrates a platform architecture. A platform may comprise a
number of processor cores, I/O cores, a platform MMU including cache, which
are interconnected through some interconnect structure. A coherency manager
is responsible for routing the transactions between cores and for ensuring data
coherency in the system.
Verification can be divided into two parts, individual core verification and
platform verification. For example, if the processor core is designed in house,
verification of an individual processor core is required before platform verifi-
cation. In platform verification, the focus is on the interconnection of cores.
Therefore, coverage groups often are defined on the interconnect interfaces.
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As mentioned in the discussion referring to Figure 5.2 before, by assuming
each individual core is verified, platform verification focuses on verifying the
interconnection. Figure 5.3 illustrates the idea.
Figure 5.3: Transaction view in platform verification
In platform verification, most of the coverage groups are defined based on
interface signals between the interconnects and a core. For example, a group
may comprise a particular transaction type with combinations of attributes.
From a core perspective there are two types of transactions, outgoing and
incoming. Usually coverage points based on outgoing transactions are easier
to hit because hitting those points only depends on supplying the required
inputs to the core. Verification engineers usually have a good grasp of the
behavior of the core and hence, it is relatively easy to write a test item to
produce those outgoing transactions.
Incoming transactions depend on the rest of the system. If an incoming trans-
action represents a response to an outgoing transaction, then whether the
desired response can be observed or not depends on the system states and
behavior of the rest of the system. It is much harder to prepare a test item
targeting on a particular response.
If one considers all possible system configurations and state variables combined
from all cores, the state space is enormous. Typically, a randomizer takes a
test item and instantiates a test with a few hundred transactions. Thousands
of tests can be generated based on the configuration and initial state setting
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specified in the test item. From the system state space perspective, because
the length of each test is short, a test usually does not go far from its initial
state. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4 below.
S1 S2 
S3 SN ... 
Space of all possible 
Initial states and configurations 
Observed simulation 
behavior space 
Test items 
Behavior covered by the tests instantiated 
from the test item with the particular 
Initial state and configuration 
Figure 5.4: Illustration of platform verification
In Figure 5.4, each Si denotes an initial system state of a test item based on a
system configuration. Constraints and biases in the test item influence how the
transaction sequences are generated based on the initial state. With a number
of tests generated and simulated, the system states close to the initial state
may be explored. However, it is unlikely that a transaction sequence would
start from one initial state Si and reaches another state Sj.
In platform verification, each Si is defined based on a set of predefined ar-
chitecture state variables. There can be tens of variables for each core and
hundreds for the system. Each test item involves one initial state. In platform
verification, the challenge lies in the coverage of the initial states.
For platform verification, the core of the problem is to ensure a complete
coverage of the initial states and configurations. The figure tries to illustrate
that for such a problem, learning from the behavior traces of a collection of
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tests based on one test item provides little help to reasoning about another test
item. In other words, in Figure 5.4 learning carried out in the lower level space
(simulation behavior space) would not be effective to improve the coverage of
the upper level space (initial space and configuration space). Because of this,
the learning approach proposed for processor verification is not effective for
platform verification.
Figure 5.5: Platform coverage examples
To illustrate this point, Figure 5.5 shows two experimental results. In each
plot, two coverage results are shown. The red bars correspond to the result
from an original test item. The green bars correspond to the result from an
improved test item based on the original test item. The improvement is based
on manual analysis.
Both coverage groups are based on the requirements of seeing a particular
response from the system when a particular type of transaction is entered
into the system from the core. The difference between group X and group
Y is that they are based on different types of responses. Within each group,
the differences between two coverage points are based on their data sizes and
settings of some attributes of the transactions.
After analysing the results from the original test item, we discovered that in
order to cover the points, we had to set the cache in the platform MMU (refer
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to Figure 5.2) into specific states, different for different groups. The initial
state setting in the original test item does not specify those cache-related state
variables. As we observe in the left plot for coverage point 8 of group X, there
is still a chance that the random transaction sequences can reach the specific
cache state and consequently hit the point. However, in most of other cases,
the coverage is zero.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the same concept shown in Figure 5.4. Given a test item
with an initial state Si, random transaction sequences are unlikely to bring the
system to another state Sj. Suppose we start with the test item and try to hit
the missing coverage points that depend on state Sj. In this case, tests and
simulation results from the test item provide no information to learn about
the importance of Sj. We see that in this case, the data learning approach
previously used for processor core verification cannot be applied.
5.4 Test Plan Augmentation Problem
At platform level, a missing coverage point is usually covered by finding the
proper initial state setting. It is rather difficult to modify only the constraints
of a test item to bring the system from one initial state to a desired system
state. Therefore, the main challenge in platform verification lies in the selection
of initial states.
Because the data learning schemes proposed for processor core verification do
not apply here, we formulate a different learning problem. The new learning
problem is unsupervised, meaning that the learning is not based on the results
of a test item, i.e., tests and simulation traces. Instead, the learning is based on
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analysing a collection of test items themselves and trying to uncover additional
test items. Because the most relevant portion of a test item is its system
configuration and initial state setting, the learning focuses on analysing those
settings.
Simulation environments and the randomizer define a set of architecture state
variables that can be used to set the system configuration and the initial state.
Let this set be S = {S1, . . . , Sn}. Due to system architecture constraints and
constraints from the simulation models of the cores, the state variables can be
partitioned into groups G = {G1, . . . , Gm}. Each group comprises a few or
tens of variables.
Based on the variables in a group, choices are defined as combinations of some
or all variables. For example, each group Gi contains ci choices. When defining
a configuration with an initial state, certain groups can be combined together.
For example, given G1, G2, G3 with numbers of choices c1, c2, c3, an initial state
can be set with any one of the c1 × c2 × c3 choice combinations.
It is difficult for a single engineer to fully grasp all system architecture con-
straints. Furthermore, often a simulation model is given as a behavior model
that is not developed by the verification engineer - it is also difficult for the
engineer to fully grasp the constraints imposed by a simulation model. Because
of these two reasons, the partitioning boundaries of groups, the possible choices
within a group, and the possible combinations of multiple groups are usually
not entirely clear to a person. When preparing test items, an engineer relies on
partial knowledge to define what he/she understands, a possible configuration
and a feasible initial state.
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The test plan augmentation problem can be stated as follows. Given a test
plan consisting of N test items, each with a set of some variables in S, uncover
groups and choices in each group. Further select groups to produce a per-
mutation of choices across the groups. Each combination in the permutation
represents an initial state setting for a test item.
Figure 5.6: Illustration of the learning problem
The problem is illustrated in the simple example depicted in Figure 5.6. Sup-
pose the golden answer contains two groups, one with four choices and the
other with three choices including the ”null choice” option φ as shown. For
example, Group 1 involves three variables A,B,C with four choices A, AB ABC
and φ. Because an engineer only has partial knowledge of this grouping and
choices, six test items are prepared. Their initial state settings are A, DE,
ABDE, ABF, ABCF, and ABCDE (shown in the table below the ”unknown
golden answer”). This table becomes the data to learn from.
From the six items in the table, observe that we can extract frequent patterns.
For example, AB appears most frequently by discounting the frequency of a
single variable appearance. Hence, we make AB a choice and consequently
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variables A and B are put into the same group. This group then contains
choices A (1st row), φ (2nd row), and AB (3-6 rows). This decision leaves four
variables ungrouped. We then apply the process iteratively. The next most
frequent pattern is DE. Then, variables D and E are put into the same group.
The group contains the choice DE based on the data. This leaves variables C
and F ungrouped.
Variable F can be grouped with variables D and E because F and DE appear
disjointly in the data. The result contains 3 groups, denoted as groups 3, 4
and 5.
Based on the resulting groups, our goal is to permute all combinations of
choices to augment the original test plan containing six test items. This leads
to 3×2×3 = 18 combinations. Note that the grouping guarantees that the 18
combinations include the original six. However, notice that the original groups
1 and 2 give only 12 combinations. This means that there are 6 combinations
”invalid” from the perspective of the golden answer. To remedy this issue, we
need to find a way to merge groups. Reducing the number of groups decreases
the chance of generating an invalid combination.
The simple example shows several characteristics of the learning problem: (1)
The golden answer is unknown. (2) Data contains partial information about
the golden answer. (3) The learning result may contain more groups than the
golden answer due to incomplete information. (4) The resulting permutation
gives a set of test items that is a superset of the original test items. (5) The
resulting permutation may give an invalid test item.
In summary, the learning problem is to find groups and choices from the data
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such that the resulting permutation augments the original test plan and min-
imizes the number of invalid test items (initial state settings). In the simple
example, the invalid state settings can be removed by merging group 4 into
group 3. This motivates us to develop a two-stage algorithm that first produces
the groups and identifies the choices, and second selects groups to merge in
order to reduce the number of invalid settings.
5.5 Platform Learning Algorithm
5.5.1 Test Item Clustering
The example in Section 5.4 assumes only one ”unknown golden answer”. In
practice, a collection of test items might reflect several different ”unknown
golden answers”. Hence, before searching for groups and choices, we need to
partition test items into different test plans and then, within each test plan,
decide groups and identify choices.
We formulate the partitioning problem as a clustering problem. Common clus-
tering algorithms include k-means [40], affinity propagation [41], mean shift
[42], spectral clustering [43], and hierarchical Clustering [44]. The performance
of many clustering algorithms depends on the selection of the number of clus-
ters. Mean shift is a non-parametric clustering technique which does not re-
quire prior knowledge of the number of clusters or the shape of the underlying
distribution. Mean shift finds clusters by searching for the modes (dense areas)
in the density estimation of data samples [42].
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To apply mean shift to a set of test items, each item is encoded as a feature
vector where the features are all variables in the data and the feature values in-
dicate the appearances of the variables. Given n data samples ~xi, i = 1, ..., n on
a d-dimensional space, a kernel function K(~x) measures the similarity between
two samples. Given a window radius h, the density of the data is estimated
as:
f(~x) =
1
nhd
n∑
i=1
K
(
~x− ~xi
h
)
(5.1)
The modes, which are the local maxima of the kernel density function, represent
the dense regions in the feature space. At these modes, the gradient of the
density estimation 5f(~x) = 0. The main idea of the mean shift algorithm
is to find the modes for each data point using a gradient ascent search until
converging to the point at which 5f(~x) = 0. Then data points associated
with the same modes belong to the same clusters. Mean shift might not result
in the optimal clustering with one shot. For each cluster, we can apply mean
shift iteratively to refine the clustering until it does not yield new clusters.
5.5.2 Group Partitioning & Choice Generation
The next step is to process each cluster individually. In this step, the goal
is to decide group boundaries among variables and also to form choices, as
illustrated using the simple example in Figure 5.6 above. As described before,
the algorithm first iteratively identifies the most frequent patterns and variables
in each frequent pattern are put into a separate group. This first step produces
an initial set of groups.
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For each group, the choices can be formed by collecting all variable combina-
tions appearing in the data based on the variables contained in the group.
The next step intends to merge groups. In this step we apply a simple graph
algorithm. Each group is a vertex. There is an edge between two groups if
their sets of choices are disjoint where two choices are considered disjoint if
the combination of the choices does not appear in any test item. Then, groups
belonging to the same strongly connected component are merged. For example,
in the example in Figure 5.6, DE and F will be merged into the same group in
this step.
Note that in each group, a ”null choice” may be added to indicate the option
that none of the choices in the group is selected. The addition is based on the
data where if there exists a test item that does not involve any choice in the
group, then a ”null choice” is added.
5.5.3 Further Group Merging
The example in Figure 5.6 shows that even after the first merging there is still
possibility that some groups should be merged with others. In the example,
the group with choice C should be merged with the group with choice AB.
Otherwise, invalid combinations will be produced.
We apply a postprocessing step to further refine the group boundaries. Given
two groups Gi and Gj, the idea is to calculate a gain by the action of merging.
Then, we use these gains to rank all group pairs and the pair with the highest
gain will be merged. The process iterates until the highest gain is below a
user-defined threshold.
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The gain of merging is calculated based on a bias estimate. Given a group
with choices c1, c2, . . . , ck, let the frequency of appearance of ci in the data be
fi. The bias is calculated as bias =
∑
(fi − ave)2 where ave =
∑
fi
k
. Let the
merging result of Gi and Gj be denoted as group G. The gain of merging is
gain = min(biasGi , biasGj)− biasG.
Conceptually, the bias measures the uniformity of the frequencies of choices
across a group appearing in the data. The gain heuristic intends to merge
groups that would result in a distribution of frequencies closer to the uniform
distribution. This is based on the assumption that if a set of choices is meant
to be in a group, their usage in the data should appear random and hence,
their appearance frequencies should appear close to the uniform distribution.
5.6 Experiment Results
The experiment was conducted with an in-house simulation-based verification
environment of a latest commercial SoC platform. Figure 5.7 illustrates a
simplified view of the SoC platform. The platform features 3 core complexes,
each of which contains 4 dual-thread Power Architecture-based microprocessor
cores. Each processor core has its own L1 instruction cache and data cache
while each core complex shares a unified L2 cache.
The system fabric is an on-chip coherent interconnect network that conforms
to a proprietary bus protocol compatible with Power Architecture. The traffic
routing, transaction ordering and coherency maintenance are managed by the
coherency manager. The core complexes send requests to the system through
Processor Requester Ports (PRP). I/O devices are attached to I/O host bridges
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which communicate with the coherency manager through I/O Requester Ports
(IRP) and I/O Target Ports (ITP). There is an on-chip L3 platform cache
integrated with on-chip memory controllers. The coherency manager routes
the memory requests to the platform cache through Memory Target Ports
(MTP).
Coherency Manager 
L3 
platform 
cache 
 Memory 
Controller 
PRP PRP PRP 
Host Bridge  
        0 
I/O dev 0 
Host Bridge 
5 
Host Bridge 
3 
Host Bridge 
 2 
Host Bridge 
1 
I/O  dev 1 
Host Bridge 
4 
I/O dev 2 I/O dev 3 I/O dev 4 I/O dev 5 
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ITP IRP IRP IRP 
MTP 
Shared unified L2 cache 
Core 0 Core 1 
Core 2 Core 3 
Shared unified L2 cache 
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Core 6 Core 7 
Shared unified L2 cache 
Core 8 Core 9 
Core 10 Core 11 
Figure 5.7: A simplified illustration of the SoC platform
The verification environment conforms to a state-of-the-art transaction-based
verification flow. A random transactor embedded in the constrained random
testbench is used to generate transactions based on user-supplied parameters.
RTL models of the system logic (the parts encapsulated in the dashed rectangle
in Figure 5.7) and Bus Functional Models (BFM) of the cores, I/O devices and
external memories are used in simulation. The bus traffic events are monitored
and checked for correctness.
The test plan to be analysed contains 572 test items developed manually with
157 state variables. In the experiment, we selected six coverage groups for the
analysis. In total, they contain 4204 coverage points. The analysis was applied
at a late stage of the verification cycle. Because of this, the test plan had
been improved over some time. Consequently, most of the points had been
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covered by the test plan and only 75 points remained uncovered. The test plan
augmentation was applied to address these 75 remaining points.
Table 5.1 shows the result of applying the test plan augmentation algorithm.
The iterative clustering partitions the 572 test items into five clusters, labelled
as A to E in the table. The 2nd row shows the number of test items in each
cluster.
The 3rd row shows the number of groups found for each cluster. The number of
choices in a group ranges from a few to more than 70. The ”# of permutations”
row shows the number of resulting test items by permuting all choices across
all groups. As noted before, these test items include the original test items
in the data. The last row shows the number of newly generated test items.
Simulation results found no invalid test item among them.
Cluster A B C D E
# of test items 394 68 28 12 70
# of groups 7 5 3 3 2
# of permutations 540 90 45 15 70
# of new test items 146 22 17 3 0
Table 5.1: Result of test plan augmentation
To see the impact of each test item, each of the new test items was given to the
randomizer to produce a single test. A test can have a few hundreds to a few
thousands transactions. While the number of transactions intended for a core
is fixed, depending on system configuration and the number of cores involved,
the number of total transactions can differ.
Coverage group C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 total
Augment 31 5 11 3 6 0 56
Manual 0 1 0 15 0 3 19
Table 5.2: Coverage gain of test plan augmentation
Table 5.2 shows the coverage impact by the test plan augmentation approach
(”Augment”). Because the augmentation does not cover all 75 coverage points,
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we performed manual analysis to ensure that the rest of the points were covered.
These results are shown in the row ”Manual.” As the table shows, 56 out of
75 points (74.66%) are covered by the augmentation.
5.7 Summary
This chapter studies the fundamental difference between processor core ver-
ification and platform verification from the perspective of developing a data
learning methodology. We show that the rule learning approach proposed
before for processor verification is not suitable for platform verification and
illustrate the reason why it does not work. A different data learning problem
is formulated for platform verification. It is unsupervised, and analyses a col-
lection of test items to augment them. We propose an algorithm to tackle the
new learning problem and show that it can address over 70% of the missing
coverage points based on an experiment run on a latest commercial platform
design.
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6.1 Conclusions
This dissertation evaluates the feasibility and effectiveness of developing prac-
tical data learning methodologies for functional verification, more specially,
constrained random verification. Our proposed methodologies were developed
based on the verification environment of commercial microprocessors and SoC
platforms and can be used as complementary approaches to the existing veri-
fication flow. We focus on the problem of verification test generation and the
goal is to discover knowledge for improving the effectiveness of the tests in
terms of reaching satisfactory coverage level. We do not intend to provide a
one-click solution to the problem but rather learning components that can be
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used iteratively to provide verification engineers with interpretable and action-
able knowledge. We propose data learning methodologies for three application
scenarios where such knowledge is desired for making informed decisions.
The first application is to decide which tests to simulate. As illustrated in
Chapter 3, there are many redundant tests in simulation and thus it is not
necessary to simulate all of them. The novel test detection framework described
in Chapter 3 helps identify the novel tests that are most likely to contribute
to coverage increase. Experimental results show that it can achieve up to 95%
saving of simulation cost.
The second application is to decide how to refine a test template to increase
the chances of hitting certain coverage events. The rule learning methodology
proposed in Chapter 4 extracts special properties from the novel tests that can
be used to guide the test template refinement. Our experiments conducted
parallel to the on-going verification efforts show that the proposed methodol-
ogy can help hit coverage events that otherwise had low or zero coverage in
extensive simulation.
The third application is to decide what test items can be added to augment a
test plan. The test plan augmentation method proposed in Chapter 5 analyses
a collection of existing test items and discovers the possible augmentation to
make the test plan more complete. The proposed methodology is shown to be
able to address over 70% of the missing coverage points based on an experiment
run on a latest commercial platform design.
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6.2 Future Research Directions
The works in this dissertations show the promise of building practical learning
framework for functional verification. This section discusses the future research
directions that can be extended from the works reported in this dissertation.
• Verification knowledge management: In the knowledge extraction
framework, the extracted rules can be stored in a database and ex-
panded along the verification process. This serves a verification knowl-
edge database. We already show that the knowledge can be reused to
refine the test templates in Chapter 4. Moreover, the knowledge can be
used to help design kernels in the novelty detection framework proposed
in Chapter 3, as another approach to overcome the limitation of single-
instruction database. The verification knowledge can evolve as the design
evolves. A lot of research can be done on how to manage the verification
knowledge to make the best use of it.
• Intelligent feature selection: A good feature set is crucial for the rule
learning framework to succeed. In our current framework, the user se-
lects the important microarchitecture states to start with and the simple
learning scheme enables the quick search over a set of features. Intelli-
gent feature selection schemes can be explored to alleviate the manual
efforts. For example, if the current feature set is not effective, selection
of features that have less mutual information with the current ones is
likely to provide extra information needed.
• Confidence metrics for learning: The data learning approaches are
not guaranteed to succeed in all cases. When evaluating the knowledge
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output from learning, the user desires to know to what extent he/she
can trust the result. The development of such confidence metrics is very
important for the adoption of a data learning framework in practice.
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